Section 4 – Layouts
ST01 – Gateway

Typography is etched and filled on 2nd surface of 1st layer of laminated glass.

Note
① Icons designate font styles.
See pages 1.2 – 1.4 for specific font information.
② Icons designate artwork.
See pages 1.5 – 1.6 for artwork information.
③ Icons designate arrow and symbol artwork.
See page 1.7 for artwork information.

THIS DRAWING REPRESENTS DESIGN INTENT ONLY.
FABRICATOR WILL BE RESPONSIBLE TO VERIFY ALL CONDITIONS IN FIELD PRIOR TO SHOP DRAWINGS
Layouth Guidelines

ST05 – Building ID, Large

Typical Layout

Note: Single-faced. All signs to be oriented parallel to building unless otherwise specified.

Note

icons designate font styles.
See pages 1.2 – 1.4 for specific font information.

icons designate artwork.
See pages 1.5 – 1.6 for artwork information.

icons designate arrow and symbol artwork.
See page 1.7 for artwork information.

THIS DRAWING REPRESENTS DESIGN INTENT ONLY.
FABRICATOR WILL BE RESPONSIBLE TO VERIFY ALL CONDITIONS IN FIELD PRIOR TO SHOP DRAWINGS.
ST06 – Typical Layout

1. **ST06 – Building ID, Medium - 2 Line Message w/ up to 3 Sublistings**

   - **College Admissions**
   - 101 E. 58th St.

   **ST06 - Layout Guidelines**

   - **Note:**
     - **icons** designate font styles. See pages 1.2 – 1.4 for specific font information.
     - **icons** designate artwork. See pages 1.5 – 1.6 for artwork information.
     - **icons** designate arrow and symbol artwork. See page 1.7 for artwork information.

   **THIS DRAWING REPRESENTS DESIGN INTENT ONLY. FABRICATOR WILL BE RESPONSIBLE TO VERIFY ALL CONDITIONS IN FIELD PRIOR TO SHOP DRAWINGS.**
Note
① icons designate font styles. See pages 1.2 - 1.4 for specific font information.
② icons designate artwork. See pages 1.5 - 1.6 for artwork information.
③ icons designate arrow and symbol artwork. See page 1.7 for artwork information.

This drawing represents design intent only. Fabricator will be responsible to verify all conditions in field prior to shop drawings.

ST06 – Building ID, Medium

Typical Layouts

1. ST06 – Building ID, Medium, 3 Line Message w/ One Sublisting
   Scale: 1/12" = 1'-0"

2. ST06 – Building ID, Medium, 2 Line Message w/ No Sublistings
   Scale: 1/12" = 1'-0"
This drawing represents design intent only. Fabricator will be responsible to verify all conditions in field prior to shop drawings.

Layout ST06 – Building ID, Medium

Dual destinations with different addresses/ accessibility information

ST06 – Building ID, Medium, 2 Line Message w/ No Sublistings

Note

1. Icons designate font styles. See pages 1.2 – 1.4 for specific font information.
2. Icons designate artwork. See pages 1.5 – 1.6 for artwork information.
3. Icons designate arrow and symbol artwork. See page 1.7 for artwork information.
**ST07 – Building ID, Wall-mounted**

**Building Identification Placement Guidelines** – Plaque placement should be based on sight lines, relationship to door and any architectural details of the façade.

1. Place plaque where previous sign was located to cover holes.
2. If there has not been a previous sign, place 65" to bottom on latch side of doorway.
3. If there is architectural interference place the plaque based on façade design.

**Note:**
The University of Chicago must approve address numbers. Fabricator must submit drawings to client for approval.

---

**58th St. & University Ave.**

Enter on north side of building

---

**924 E. 57th St.**

Enter on east side of building

---

*Layout ST07 – Building ID, 3 Line Message w/ No Sublisting
Scale: 3" = 1'-0"

1. Icons designate font styles. See pages 1.2 – 1.4 for specific font information.
2. Icons designate artwork. See pages 1.5 – 1.6 for artwork information.
3. Icons designate arrow and symbol artwork. See page 1.7 for artwork information.

*This drawing represents design intent only. Fabricator will be responsible to verify all conditions in field prior to shop drawings.

---

© 2012 Cloud Gehshan Associates
ST07 – Building ID, Wall-mounted

Atypical Layout

Note

1. Icons designate font styles. See pages 1.2 – 1.4 for specific font information.
2. Icons designate artwork. See pages 1.5 – 1.6 for artwork information.
3. Icons designate arrow and symbol artwork. See page 1.7 for artwork information.

This drawing represents design intent only. Fabricator will be responsible to verify all conditions in field prior to shop drawings.

ST07 – 3 Line Message w/ Sublisting

Call 773-777-7777 for assistance

Scale: 3" = 1'-0"
ST09 & ST10 – Vinyl on Glass

Typical Layouts

1. ST09 – 6" Building Address Numbers on Glass Door or Transom
   Scale: 1/2" = 1'-0"

2. ST10 – Building ID on Glass
   Scale: 1/2" = 1'-0"

3. ST10 – Detail
   Scale: 3" = 1'-0"

4. ST10 – Detail
   Scale: 1 1/2" = 1'-0"

Note:
- Icons designate font styles. See pages 1.2 – 1.4 for specific font information.
- Icons designate artwork. See pages 1.5 – 1.6 for artwork information.
- Icons designate arrow and symbol artwork. See page 1.7 for artwork information.

THIS DRAWING REPRESENTS DESIGN INTENT ONLY. FABRICATOR WILL BE RESPONSIBLE TO VERIFY ALL CONDITIONS IN FIELD PRIOR TO SHOP DRAWINGS.

The University of Chicago
Exterior Signage and Wayfinding Program

Date: 01.05.12
Revisions: As Noted
Scale: As Noted

© 2012 Cloud Gehshan Associates
ST11 – Building Address, Prismatic Letters

Typical Layout

Note

1. Icons designate font styles. See pages 1.2 – 1.4 for specific font information.
2. Icons designate artwork. See pages 1.5 – 1.6 for artwork information.
3. Icons designate arrow and symbol artwork. See page 1.7 for artwork information.

This drawing represents design intent only. The fabricator will be responsible to verify all conditions in field prior to shop drawings.
**Number Identification Placement Guidelines**

Number Identification Placement Guidelines – Number placement should be based on sight lines, relationship to door and any architectural details of the façade.
1. Place numbers where previous numbers were located to cover holes.
2. If there has not been a previous sign, place a minimum of 10” below bottom edge of building identification sign.
3. If there is architectural interference, place the plaque based on façade design.

**Note:**
The University of Chicago must approve address numbers. Fabricator must submit drawings to client for approval.

---

**Note**

- Icons designate font styles. See pages 1.2 – 1.4 for specific font information.
- Icons designate artwork. See pages 1.5 – 1.6 for artwork information.
- Icons designate arrow and symbol artwork. See page 1.7 for artwork information.

**THIS DRAWING REPRESENTS DESIGN INTENT ONLY. FABRICATOR WILL BE RESPONSIBLE TO VERIFY ALL CONDITIONS IN FIELD PRIOR TO SHOP DRAWINGS.**

---

**The University of Chicago Exterior Signage and Wayfinding Program**

**Project No.:** 0102180000

**Date:** 01.05.12

**Scale:** As Noted

© 2012 Cloud Gehshan Associates
LAYOUT GUIDELINES

Stx1 – Number Placement

Number Identification Placement Guidelines – Number placement should be based on sight lines, relationship to door and any architectural details of the façade.

1. Place numbers where previous numbers were located to cover holes.
2. If there has not been a previous sign, place a minimum of 10" below bottom edge of building identification sign.
3. If there is architectural interference place the plaque based on façade design.

Note:
The University of Chicago must approve address numbers. Fabricator must submit drawings to client for approval.

Note:
① icons designate font styles.
See pages 1.2 – 1.4 for specific font information.
② icons designate artwork.
See pages 1.5 – 1.6 for artwork information.
③ icons designate arrow and symbol artwork.
See page 1.7 for artwork information.

THIS DRAWING REPRESENTS DESIGN INTENT ONLY. FABRICATOR WILL BE RESPONSIBLE TO VERIFY ALL CONDITIONS IN FIELD PRIOR TO SHOP DRAWINGS

The University of Chicago
Exterior Signage and Wayfinding Program

© 2012 Cloud Gehshan Associates
**ST16 – Typical Layout**

Note:
1. Icons designate font styles. See pages 1.2 – 1.4 for specific font information.
2. Icons designate artwork. See pages 1.5 – 1.6 for artwork information.
3. Icons designate arrow and symbol artwork. See page 1.7 for artwork information.

This drawing represents design intent only. The fabricator will be responsible to verify all conditions in field prior to shop drawings.

**Art Specific to Sign Location**

1. Art specific to sign location

**Scale:**

1. ST16 – Pedestrian Directional
   - Scale: 1 1/2" = 1'-0"

2. ST16 Detail – Pedestrian Directional
   - Scale: 3" = 1'-0"

3. ST16 Detail – Pedestrian Directional
   - Scale: 3" = 1'-0"
Note

① icons designate font styles.
See pages 1.2 – 1.4 for specific font information.

② icons designate artwork.
See pages 1.5 – 1.6 for artwork information.

③ icons designate arrow and symbol artwork.
See page 1.7 for artwork information.

THIS DRAWING REPRESENTS DESIGN INTENT ONLY.
FABRICATOR WILL BE RESPONSIBLE TO VERIFY ALL
CONDITIONS IN FIELD PRIOR TO SHOP DRAWINGS.

ST17 & ST18 – Typical Layout

ST17 – Quad Map

© 2012 Cloud Gehshan Associates

The University of Chicago
Exterior Signage and Wayfinding Program

Project No.
01.05.12
Scale
As Noted
ST18 – Accessible Blaze

**Typical Layout & Atypical Layouts**

Note

1. icons designate font styles. See pages 1.2 – 1.4 for specific font information.
2. icons designate artwork. See pages 1.5 – 1.6 for artwork information.
3. icons designate arrow and symbol artwork. See page 1.7 for artwork information.

THIS DRAWING REPRESENTS DESIGN INTENT ONLY. FABRICATOR WILL BE RESPONSIBLE TO VERIFY ALL CONDITIONS IN FIELD PRIOR TO SHOP DRAWINGS.

| ST18 – Accessible Blaze – Typical layout for up to 4 lines |
| scale: Half Size |

| Laird Bell Law Quadrangle + 4th line |

| Eckhart Hall, Hutchinson Commons, Reynolds Club, Ryerson Lab. + 6th line |

| scale: Half Size |

© 2012 Cloud Gehshan Associates
4.17

**LAYOUT GUIDELINES**

**ST20 – Large Directional, 3 Messages**

**Typical Layout**

**Note**
- Icons designate font styles. See pages 1.2 – 1.4 for specific font information.
- Icons designate artwork. See pages 1.5 – 1.6 for artwork information.
- Icons designate arrow and symbol artwork. See page 1.7 for artwork information.

**THIS DRAWING REPRESENTS DESIGN INTENT ONLY. FABRICATOR WILL BE RESPONSIBLE TO VERIFY ALL CONDITIONS IN FIELD PRIOR TO SHOP DRAWINGS.**

**SCALE:** 3/4" = 1'-0"

**Align bottom of text with bottom of symbol text**

**ST20 – Large Directional - 3 Line Message**

**Vertical Directional / Double-post**

**Main Campus Drop-off**

**Medical Campus**

**Campus South**

**THE UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO**

**Note:**
- Icons designate font styles. See pages 1.2 – 1.4 for specific font information.
- Icons designate artwork. See pages 1.5 – 1.6 for artwork information.
- Icons designate arrow and symbol artwork. See page 1.7 for artwork information.

**THIS DRAWING REPRESENTS DESIGN INTENT ONLY. FABRICATOR WILL BE RESPONSIBLE TO VERIFY ALL CONDITIONS IN FIELD PRIOR TO SHOP DRAWINGS.**
LAYOUT GUIDELINES

ST21 – Large Directional, 4 Messages

Typical Layout – 6" high text

ST21 – Large Directional, 4 Line Message

Vertical Directional/ Double-post

Scale: 3/4" = 1'-0"

Note

① icons designate font styles.
See pages 1.2 – 1.4 for specific font information.
② icons designate artwork.
See pages 1.5 – 1.6 for artwork information.
③ icons designate arrow and symbol artwork.
See page 1.7 for artwork information.

THIS DRAWING REPRESENTS DESIGN INTENT ONLY.
FABRICATOR WILL BE RESPONSIBLE TO VERIFY ALL
CONDITIONS IN FIELD PRIOR TO SHOP DRAWINGS

© 2012 Cloud Gehshan Associates

The University of Chicago
Exterior Signage and Wayfinding Program
ST22 – Vehicular Blaze, Flag, Large

Typical Layout – 6” high text

Note

① icons designate font styles. See pages 1.2 – 1.4 for specific font information.
② icons designate artwork. See pages 1.5 – 1.6 for artwork information.
③ icons designate arrow and symbol artwork. See page 1.7 for artwork information.

THIS DRAWING REPRESENTS DESIGN INTENT ONLY. FABRICATOR WILL BE RESPONSIBLE TO VERIFY ALL CONDITIONS IN FIELD PRIOR TO SHOP DRAWINGS.
**ST23 – Vehicular Directional, 4 Messages**

Typical Layout for 4” high text

---

**Note**

1. icons designate font styles. See pages 1.2 – 1.4 for specific font information.
2. icons designate artwork. See pages 1.5 – 1.6 for artwork information.
3. icons designate arrow and symbol artwork. See page 1.7 for artwork information.

**THIS DRAWING REPRESENTS DESIGN INTENT ONLY. FABRICATOR WILL BE RESPONSIBLE TO VERIFY ALL CONDITIONS IN FIELD PRIOR TO SHOP DRAWINGS**

---

*ST23 – Vehicular Directional, Large - 4 Line Message*

Scale: 1” = 1’-0”
ST24 & ST25 – Vehicular Blaze, Flag, Large

Typical Layouts – 4” high text

Note
① icons designate font styles.
See pages 1.2 – 1.4 for specific font information.
② icons designate artwork.
See pages 1.5 – 1.6 for artwork information.
③ icons designate arrow and symbol artwork.
See page 1.7 for artwork information.

THIS DRAWING REPRESENTS DESIGN INTENT ONLY.
FABRICATOR WILL BE RESPONSIBLE TO VERIFY ALL CONDITIONS IN FIELD PRIOR TO SHOP DRAWINGS
ST26 – Vehicular Blaze, Small

Typical Layouts – 5" high text

Note

① icons designate font styles. See pages 1.2 – 1.4 for specific font information.
② icons designate artwork. See pages 1.5 – 1.6 for artwork information.
③ icons designate arrow and symbol artwork. See page 1.7 for artwork information.

THIS DRAWING REPRESENTS DESIGN INTENT ONLY. FABRICATOR WILL BE RESPONSIBLE TO VERIFY ALL CONDITIONS IN FIELD PRIOR TO SHOP DRAWINGS.
**ST30 – Garage Info ID**

**Typical Layout**

**Campus North Parking**

55th St. & Ellis Ave.

Parking for:

Main Campus, Admissions, Athletics, Museums & Theaters

---

**Note**

① Icons designate font styles. See pages 1.2 – 1.4 for specific font information.

② Icons designate artwork. See pages 1.5 – 1.6 for artwork information.

③ Icons designate arrow and symbol artwork. See page 1.7 for artwork information.

**THIS DRAWING REPRESENTS DESIGN INTENT ONLY. FABRICATOR WILL BE RESPONSIBLE TO VERIFY ALL CONDITIONS IN FIELD PRIOR TO SHOP DRAWINGS**
ST30 – Garage Info ID

Typical Layout

Note:

1. Icons designate font styles. See pages 1.2 – 1.4 for specific font information.
2. Icons designate artwork. See pages 1.5 – 1.6 for artwork information.
3. Icons designate arrow and symbol artwork. See page 1.7 for artwork information.

This drawing represents design intent only. The fabricator will be responsible to verify all conditions in field prior to shop drawings.

ST30b – Garage Info ID, Wall-mounted

Scale: 3/4" = 1'-0"
THIS DRAWING REPRESENTS DESIGN INTENT ONLY.
FABRICATOR WILL BE RESPONSIBLE TO VERIFY ALL
CONDITIONS IN FIELD PRIOR TO SHIP DRAWINGS.

Note
① icons designate font styles.
See pages 1.2 – 1.4 for specific font information.
② icons designate artwork.
See pages 1.5 – 1.6 for artwork information.
③ icons designate arrow and symbol artwork.
See page 1.7 for artwork information.

© 2012 Cloud Gehshan Associates
**ST31 – Garage ID**

Typical Layout

---

**Note**

1. Icons designate font styles. See pages 1.2 – 1.4 for specific font information.
2. Icons designate artwork. See pages 1.5 – 1.6 for artwork information.
3. Icons designate arrow and symbol artwork. See page 1.7 for artwork information.

**THIS DRAWING REPRESENTS DESIGN INTENT ONLY.**

**FABRICATOR WILL BE RESPONSIBLE TO VERIFY ALL CONDITIONS IN FIELD PRIOR TO SHOP DRAWINGS.**
**ST32 – Information Regulatory**

**Typical Layouts**

**NO TRESPASSING**

- Private Property
- Only authorized persons are allowed entry. Trespassers will be prosecuted,

(Chapter 38, Paragraph 21-3, Illinois Revised Statutes)

**NO PARKING**

- Authorized Vehicles Only
- Violators Will Be Towed

**Note**

1. Icons designate font styles. See pages 1.2 – 1.4 for specific font information.
2. Icons designate artwork. See pages 1.5 – 1.6 for artwork information.
3. Icons designate arrow and symbol artwork. See page 1.7 for artwork information.

**This drawing represents design intent only. The fabricator will be responsible to verify all conditions in field prior to shop drawings.**
LAYOUT GUIDELINES

ST32 – Information Regulatory

Typical Layouts

Note

1. Icons designate font styles. See pages 1.2 – 1.4 for specific font information.
2. Icons designate artwork. See pages 1.5 – 1.6 for artwork information.
3. Icons designate arrow and symbol artwork. See page 1.7 for artwork information.

This drawing represents design intent only. The fabricator will be responsible to verify all conditions in field prior to shop drawings.
**ST32 – Information Regulatory**

**Typical Layouts**

Note:

1. Icons designate font styles. See pages 1.2 - 1.4 for specific font information.
2. Icons designate artwork. See pages 1.5 - 1.6 for artwork information.
3. Icons designate arrow and symbol artwork. See page 1.7 for artwork information.

This drawing represents design intent only. Fabricator will be responsible to verify all conditions in field prior to shop drawings.

---

**LAYOUT GUIDELINES**

**ST32 – Information Regulatory**

**Typical Layouts**

Note:

1. Icons designate font styles. See pages 1.2 - 1.4 for specific font information.
2. Icons designate artwork. See pages 1.5 - 1.6 for artwork information.
3. Icons designate arrow and symbol artwork. See page 1.7 for artwork information.

This drawing represents design intent only. Fabricator will be responsible to verify all conditions in field prior to shop drawings.
THIS DRAWING REPRESENTS DESIGN INTENT ONLY.
FABRICATOR WILL BE RESPONSIBLE TO VERIFY ALL CONDITIONS IN FIELD PRIOR TO SHOP DRAWINGS.

Note:
① icons designate font styles.
See pages 1.2 – 1.4 for specific font information.
② icons designate artwork.
See pages 1.5 – 1.6 for artwork information.
③ icons designate arrow and symbol artwork.
See page 1.7 for artwork information.

© 2012 Cloud Gehshan Associates

The University of Chicago
Exterior Signage and Wayfinding Program

Date: 01.05.12
Revisions: As Noted
Scale: As Noted
ST32 – Information Regulatory

Typical Layouts

Note:
① icons designate font styles. See pages 1.2 - 1.4 for specific font information.
② icons designate artwork. See pages 1.5 - 1.6 for artwork information.
③ icons designate arrow and symbol artwork. See page 1.7 for artwork information.

This drawing represents design intent only. The fabricator will be responsible to verify all conditions in field prior to shop drawings.

The University of Chicago
Exterior Signage and Wayfinding Program

Date: 01.05.12

Scale: As Noted

© 2012 Cloud Gehshan Associates